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	Bitcoin Reportedly Hindering El Salvador’s Credit Opportunities With the IMF
Bitcoin and its adoption by the government of El Salvador have become a negative factor in the country’s negotiations with the IMF. According to reports, the institution demands changes to El Salvador’s Bitcoin law to receive a $1.4 billion...
	USPS Proposes Another Stamp Price Increase
If a regulatory body approves, a nearly 8 percent rise in postage will take effect in July. It would be the latest of several price hikes since 2021.
	Man's best friend was once a fox, study suggests
Dogs are man's best friend nowadays but humans once kept an unexpected pet, new research suggests.
	Next-gen tech at core of Toyota’s EV plans not safe or reliable, says battery giant CEO
The head of the world's largest EV battery manufacturer has said solid-state batteries are still some way off being viable, citing safety and durability concerns.
	Celo Adds Tether’s USDT as Gas Currency
Celo, a low-fee, usability-focused blockchain, has approved using Tether’s USDT, a dollar-pegged stablecoin, to pay transaction fees. The passed governance proposal stated this functionality would simplify the transaction experience for users, who only need to hold the USDT stablecoin...
	Bitcoin To Go ‘Ballistic’ After Halving, Says Top Analyst – Here’s Why
As the crypto space eagerly awaits the highly anticipated Bitcoin halving event, top crypto analyst Willy Woo has emerged with a bullish prediction that has stirred considerable excitement among enthusiasts. Woo particularly underscored the potential for Bitcoin’s price to...
	Bitcoin Nears Two Important On-Chain Levels: What Happened Last Time
Data shows Bitcoin is currently nearing two notable on-chain price levels. Here’s what happened the last time BTC broke above them. Bitcoin Is Approaching Vaulted Price & MVRV +1SD Currently In a new post on X, Glassnode leads on-chain...
	Bitcoin Price Fails Again, Is This A Fresh Bearish Signal?
Bitcoin price failed to settle above the $72,000 resistance. BTC corrected gains and now moving lower toward the $67,500 support zone. Bitcoin struggled to clear the $72,000 and $72,500 resistance levels. The price is trading below $70,000 and the...
	Ethereum Price Trims Gains, Are Dips Still Attractive In Near Term?
Ethereum price failed to continue higher above the $3,725 resistance zone. ETH trimmed gains and now consolidates near the $3,475 support. Ethereum failed to climb higher above the $3,725 resistance level. The price is trading near $3,500 and the...
	XRP Price Still Have A Chance For A Bullish Streak: Here’s How
XRP price is struggling to clear the $0.6420 resistance. The price must stay above the $0.600 support to attempt a fresh increase in the near term. XRP is slowly moving lower from the $0.6420 resistance zone. The price is...
	My Week In Cars: New Steve Cropley/Matt Prior podcast (ep. 83)
This week the lads come to you from Bicester Heritage... The lads are at Bicester Heritage, where Steve has a corner named after him (seriously), talking April Fools' and more Episode 83 of the Autocar podcast My Week In...
	Exclusive: Top secret plan to revive the Morris Minor
The new Minor would have likely been central to MG Rover’s revival Two decades ago, a plan was hatched to resurrect and reinvent Morris – and Autocar had a man on the inside A bold Anglo-Chinese MG Rover revival...
	Mercedes C-Class EV Is Shaping Up To Be Part EQS And Part Model 3
The C-Class EV has been spied sporting a massive digital display and a EQS-like design
	U.S. Appeals Court Upholds California’s Right To Set Emissions Targets
Panel rejected argument that rules granted California powers denied to other states
	2025 Toyota 4Runner Is The Tacoma Of SUVs And It’s Coming For The Bronco
The all-new, sixth-generation 4Runner has finally landed, ready to take on anything you throw at it, including the Wrangler and Bronco
	First Look: New Toyota 4Runner Trailhunter Is A Turn-Key Overlanding Machine
Here's everything you want to know about the most overland ready 4Runner to ever exist
	Hyundai Chasing Pikes Peak EV Glory With Four Ioniq 5 Ns
The carmaker is bringing two standard models and two modified Ns to the Race to the Clouds
	2025 Toyota 4Runner: This Is It
Toyota’s venerable off-roader has a fresh redesign, a new hybrid powertrain, and a tougher Trailhunter trim.
	The New Toyota 4Runner Almost Didn't Have Roll-Down Rear Glass
A roll-down rear window is heavy, so the team behind the new Toyota 4Runner had to work to save weight elsewhere, an engineer tell us.
	Here's What Makes the New Toyota 4Runner and Land Cruiser Different
And some things that make them the same, according to the chief engineer for both SUVs.
	Here’s Everything the New 4Runner and Tacoma Share
The 2025 Toyota 4Runner has many similarities with the new Tacoma pickup, especially ahead of the B-pillar.
	2027 BMW X5: Secrets revealed by briefed dealers
The next BMW X5 will reportedly wear a distinctive face and offer both V8 and electric options when it enters production in 2026.
	Ford Mustang Mach-E guns for Tesla Model Y with more range, torque
The 2025 Ford Mustang Mach-E is due in Australia later this year with more range and torque, plus various feature updates.
	This is the unusual front end of the Alfa Romeo Milano
Alfa Romeo's new entry-level model will have a face unlike any other vehicle in its range, and will debut electric power for the brand.
	Toyota DPF class action battle continues in High Court
Toyota HiLux, Prado and Fortuner owners affected by faulty DPFs are continuing their pursuit for compensation, while the carmaker is seeking for the lawsuit to be dropped.
	2025 Toyota 4Runner: Prado cousin revealed with hybrid power, Aussie influence
Toyota USA has a new 4Runner four-wheel drive, replacing the current model that's been around for 15 years. Here's what you need to know.
	Review: 2024 Fiat 500e urban EV has its charm
The 2024 Fiat 500e is a small electric three-door hatchback that looks remarkably similar to the previous Fiat 500, sold in the U.S. from the 2012 through 2019 model years. This one’s offered only as a battery-electric vehicle (hence...
	2024 Fiat 500e Proves Why City Cars Are Best As EVs
Even by electric vehicle standards, the original Fiat 500e wasn’t exactly a huge success. The Italian EV was mostly available in California, and sales peaked in 2015 with 6,194 units dropping to 2,250 by 2018. Former CEO Sergio Marchionne...
	Genuinely New 2025 Toyota 4Runner Gets A Turbo Hybrid And Rad Off-Road Trims
After weeks of teasers, the final product is finally here: the actually new, sixth-generation 2025 Toyota 4Runner is even more off-road capable than before, but with widely improved technology, handsome new looks, and new trim levels for greater visual...
	2025 Toyota 4Runner (finally!) revealed, and the new Trailhunter is extremely cool
Filed under: Toyota,SUV,Hybrid,Off-Road Vehicles Continue reading 2025 Toyota 4Runner (finally!) revealed, and the new Trailhunter is extremely cool 2025 Toyota 4Runner (finally!) revealed, and the new Trailhunter is extremely cool originally appeared on Autoblog on Tue, 9 Apr 2024...
	2025 Toyota 4Runner vs Land Cruiser vs the old 4Runner: How they compare
Filed under: Toyota,SUV,Hybrid,Off-Road Vehicles Continue reading 2025 Toyota 4Runner vs Land Cruiser vs the old 4Runner: How they compare 2025 Toyota 4Runner vs Land Cruiser vs the old 4Runner: How they compare originally appeared on Autoblog on Tue, 9...
	2025 Toyota 4Runner Trailhunter trim: Here's what you get
Filed under: Green,Toyota,SUV,Hybrid,Off-Road Vehicles Continue reading 2025 Toyota 4Runner Trailhunter trim: Here's what you get 2025 Toyota 4Runner Trailhunter trim: Here's what you get originally appeared on Autoblog on Tue, 9 Apr 2024 22:16:00 EDT. Please see our terms...
	2024 Fiat 500e First Drive Review: Reborn EV packs style, plays music out its bumper
Filed under: Green,Fiat,First Drives,Coupe,Economy Cars,Electric You're not going to find a more charming electric city car than this oneContinue reading 2024 Fiat 500e First Drive Review: Reborn EV packs style, plays music out its bumper 2024 Fiat 500e First...
	Cat Puts His Arms Around Everyone at Animal Shelter Until He Finds a Family of His Own
A cat put his arms around everyone at the animal shelter until he found a family of his own. LenuLollypop FarmA Good Samaritan came across a stray cat searching for food and started feeding and keeping an eye on...
	Eggs Benedict
Traditional eggs Benedict is the Queen of brunch dishes. Toasted English muffins, savory Canadian bacon, perfectly poached eggs, and a luxuriously creamy sauce—what’s not to love? I’ve yet to encounter a brunch menu that doesn’t have some... The post...
	Congress summons Boeing's CEO to testify on its jetliner safety following new whistleblower charges
A Senate subcommittee has summoned Boeing CEO David Calhoun to testify about the company's jetliners in an inquiry prompted by new safety-related charges from a whistleblower.
	Company that made millions of defective sleep apnea machines ordered to overhaul manufacturing
The company responsible for a global recall of sleep apnea machines will be barred from resuming production at U.S. facilities until it meets a number of safety requirements, under a long-awaited settlement announced Tuesday by federal officials.
	New York doctor dies after falling out of moving trailer while headed upstate to see the eclipse
A Long Island doctor who was headed to upstate New York to see the solar eclipse with her family fell out of a moving trailer on a highway and died, authorities said.
	Many eclipse visitors to northern New England pulled an all-nighter trying to leave
Thousands of visitors to northern New England communities in the path of the total solar eclipse were told to pack their patience for the trip. In some areas, they needed it for up to 12 hours after the event...
	Steak, cherry blossoms and Paul Simon will be featured at the White House state dinner for Japan
Dry-aged rib eye steak, cherry blossoms and the music of Paul Simon are on tap for more than 200 guests who are expected to attend a swanky White House state dinner on Wednesday to celebrate the relationship between the...
	Women's NCAA title game outdraws the men's championship with an average of 18.9 million viewers
South Carolina's 87-75 victory over Caitlin Clark and Iowa in the women's NCAA championship game has achieved a pair of milestones.
	Canadian women drop 2nd straight shootout against U.S. to fall in SheBelieves Cup final
Goalkeeper Alyssa Naeher and the United States defeated Canada 5-4 in a penalty shootout for the second game in a row Tuesday to win the SheBelieves Cup final.
	South Korean Election to Set Tone for Remainder of President’s Term
The vote Wednesday is a big test for President Yoon Suk Yeol, who has forged closer ties with the United States and Japan but whose domestic agenda has stalled.
	Mount Etna Spews Volcanic Vortex Rings Into Italy’s Sky
The volcano, one of Europe’s most active, has been spewing volcanic vortex rings at a rapid pace. But that doesn’t mean a big explosion is on the way, one expert says.
	Switzerland’s Climate Shortfalls Violate Human Rights, European Court Rules
Experts said it was the first time an international court determined that governments were legally obligated to meet their climate targets under human rights law.
	More than seven million still struggling with bills, says watchdog
More than seven million people in the UK were struggling with bills and credit repayments in January, according to a financial watchdog.
	Separate offence to be created for assaulting shopworkers in government U-turn
Assaulting a shopworker is to be made a separate criminal offence after a government U-turn following pressure from campaigners.
	Steve McQueen Owned And Tuned This 1970 Chevy K5 Blazer, And Now You Can Too
Used as a support vehicle for Steve McQueen's Baja 1000 attempt, this K5 Blazer is now for sale
	At UN Court, Germany Fights Allegations of Aiding Genocide in Gaza
Nicaragua has accused Germany over its provision of military and financial aid to Israel. Germany said the case had “no basis in fact or law.”
	Peter Schiff Warns High Inflation Returning — Accuses JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon of Sugarcoating the Problem
Economist and gold bug Peter Schiff has warned that high inflation will return with a vengeance and significant Fed rate hikes will be necessary. He also criticized JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon for downplaying the severity of the U.S. economic...

